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O R I G I N A L A R T I C L E
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Abstract
Sex chromosome dosage (SCD) variation increases risk for neuropsychiatric impairment, which may reflect direct SCD
effects on brain organization. Here, we 1) map cumulative X- and Y-chromosome dosage effects on regional cortical
thickness (CT) and investigate potential functional implications of these effects using Neurosynth, 2) test if this map is
organized by patterns of CT covariance that are evident in health, and 3) characterize SCD effects on CT covariance itself.
We modeled SCD effects on CT and CT covariance for 308 equally sized regions of the cortical sheet using structural
neuroimaging data from 301 individuals with varying numbers of sex chromosomes (169 euploid, 132 aneuploid). Mounting
SCD increased CT in the rostral frontal cortex and decreased CT in the lateral temporal cortex, bilaterally. Regions targeted
by SCD were associated with social functioning, language processing, and comprehension. Cortical regions with a similar
degree of SCD-sensitivity showed heightened CT covariance in health. Finally, greater SCD also increased covariance among
regions similarly affected by SCD. Our study both 1) develops novel methods for comparing typical and disease-related
structural covariance networks in the brain and 2) uses these techniques to resolve and identify organizing principles for
SCD effects on regional cortical anatomy and anatomical covariance.

Key words: anatomical coupling, aneuploidy, development, Klinefelter’s, structural magnetic resonance imaging

Introduction

Gene dosage variations—due to duplications or deletions of seg-
ments of genomic DNA—represent a major class of genetic risk
for cognitive, psychiatric, and neurological impairment (Malho-
tra and Sebat 2012). The profile of increased risk for different
cognitive and behavioral impairments is not the same for all
gene dosage disorders (Moreno-De-Luca et al. 2014), suggesting

that different gene dosage disorders may show partly disso-
ciable effects across different brain systems. This hypothesis
is supported by available neuroimaging reports: gene dosage
effects on neuroanatomy are regionally specific (Dennis and
Thompson 2013), and the spatial patterning of gene dosage
effects on brain anatomy varies depending on the gene sets
involved. Such regional specificity remains poorly understood in
mechanistic terms, but has been observed in genetic disorders
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ranging from subchromosomal copy-number variations (Simon
et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2005; Boddaert et al. 2006; Campbell
et al. 2006; Chiang et al. 2007; Bearden et al. 2009; Hoeft et al. 2010;
Hazlett et al. 2012) to whole chromosome aneuploidies (Hong
and Reiss 2014; Lee et al. 2016; Raznahan et al. 2016).

Identifying organizing principles for the spatial targeting of
gene dosage effects on brain development would represent a
major advance in our biological understanding of this important
class of neurogenetic risk. To date, organizing principles for
selective anatomical vulnerability of the human brain to neu-
rodevelopmental disorders have only been studied in the con-
text of idiopathic and behaviorally defined conditions such as
autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia (Alexander-Bloch
et al. 2014; Wannan et al. 2019). These studies found that spatial
patterns of structural brain changes in patient cohorts were
partly organized by spatial patterns of structural covariance
that were apparent in healthy control populations. Structural
covariance is a phenomenon characterized by the tendency
of interindividual differences in regional brain morphology to
covary with that of other regions (Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013a).
Structural covariance patterns in typically developing popu-
lations are thought to result from networks of synchronized
anatomical change (Raznahan et al. 2011; Alexander-Bloch et al.
2013b) and have been shown to partially reflect underlying white
matter tracts (Gong et al. 2012) as well as functional connectivity
networks (Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013b; Sotiras et al. 2017).

The fact that observed spatial maps of anatomical change
in behaviorally defined neuropsychiatric disorders align with
patterns of structural covariance in typical brain development
(Alexander-Bloch et al. 2014; Wannan et al. 2019) suggests that
a similar phenomenon might explain observed spatial patterns
of anatomical change in genetically defined disorders of brain
development—although this possibility remains to be empiri-
cally assessed. The current study sought to provide a first test of
this hypothetical organizing principle—within a family of gene
dosage disorders involving X- and/or Y-chromosome aneuploidy.
By using sex chromosome aneuploidy (SCA) syndromes to test
for evidence of this organizing principle, we also provide new
information regarding sex chromosome dosage (SCD) effects on
regional cortical anatomy and anatomical covariance. Several
considerations motivated our focus on SCA syndromes.

First, SCAs are relatively common neurogenetic disorders
with well-replicated effects on regional brain anatomy. Specif-
ically, increases in X- and Y-chromosome dosage have been
shown to have convergent effects on cortical thickness (CT) and
surface area (SA) within specific frontal, temporal and parietal
subregions (Lepage et al. 2014; Raznahan et al. 2016) and on
cerebellar subregion volumes (Mankiw et al. 2017) and subcorti-
cal structure size and shape (Reardon et al. 2016). Second, SCAs
are especially valuable models for studying gene dosage effects
on brain organization due to 1) the wide range of naturally
occurring SCD variations and 2) the well-established observation
that spatial patterns of X- and Y-dosage effects on regional
brain anatomy are highly similar to each other (Raznahan et
al. 2016; Reardon et al. 2016; Mankiw et al. 2017; Nadig et al.
2018). This spatial concordance in neuroanatomical effects is
associated with an overlapping impact of X- and Y-chromosome
dosage on cognition and behavior (Lee et al. 2012) and supports
parametric analysis of total SCD dosage effects on regional
cortical anatomy. Moreover, regions of selective anatomical vul-
nerability to SCA have shown some spatial correlation with
patterns of brain activity for cognitive domains of impairment
in SCA (Raznahan et al. 2016). This observation implies that SCA

effects on anatomy are partly organized by the topography of
functional [and perhaps therefore structural (Alexander-Bloch
et al. 2013b)] networks evident in health. Third, there is direct
evidence from X-monosomy that altered SCD can modify CT
covariance between regions that are themselves altered in CT by
X-monosomy (Raznahan et al. 2010). Finally, because SCAs can
include addition of one, two, or more sex chromosomes, they
provide a unique parametric framework for statistical tests of
gene dosage effects on regional brain anatomy and on anatom-
ical covariance between brain regions.

The current study therefore set out to address the following
main objectives. First, we directly modeled the impact of total
SCD on regional CT using a recently published parcellation
that divides the cortex into 308 similarly sized regions that
cohere with major gyral boundaries (Romero-Garcia et al. 2012).
Foci of peak SCD effects were functionally annotated using
the Neurosynth platform for online meta-analysis of functional
neuroimaging data (Yarkoni Tal et al. 2011). We next asked
if SCD effects on regional CT are spatially embedded within
normative patterns of CT covariance that are detectible among
typically developing controls. Specifically, we tested if cortical
regions that are similarly affected by SCD show stronger struc-
tural covariance in health than cortical regions with dissimilar
SCD sensitivities. Finally, we characterized SCD effects on CT
covariance itself, testing the hypotheses that 1) interregional
anatomical covariance would be modified by increasing SCD
and 2) pairs of regions with similar SCD effects on CT would
show increasing anatomical covariance with mounting SCD. We
addressed these goals by harnessing a globally unique structural
neuroimaging data set of 301 individuals with diverse SCDs (80
XX, 89 XY, 28 XXX, 58 XXY, 26 XYY, and 20 XXYY).

Methods
Participants

Our study included a total of 301 participants, aged 5–25 years,
with varying SCDs: 2 (n = 169: XX, XY), 3 (n = 112: XXX, XXY, XYY),
and 4 (n = 20: XXYY). Participant characteristics are detailed in
Table 1. Participants with SCA were recruited through advertise-
ments on the National Institutes of Health website and parent
support groups. To be included in the study, SCA participants
must have had a nonmosaic X/Y aneuploidy and no acquired
head injury or neurological condition resulting in gross brain
abnormalities. Typically developing participants were singletons
enrolled in an ongoing longitudinal study of typical brain devel-
opment (Giedd et al. 2015). To be included in the study, healthy
participants must have never been diagnosed with a mental
illness or a condition that impacts the nervous system, taken
psychiatric medications, or received mental health treatment
or special education services. The participant cohort included
in this study has been used in prior studies of SCD effects
on several different aspects of brain anatomy (Lin et al. 2015;
Raznahan et al. 2016; Reardon et al. 2016b; Fish et al. 2016;
Mankiw et al. 2017; Nadig et al. 2018).

Neuroimaging

All 301 structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) scans
were T1-weighted images with contiguous 1.5 mm axial slices,
acquired on the same 1.5 T General Electric SIGNA scanner using
a 3D spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence with the following
parameters for image acquisition: echo time, 5 ms; repetition
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Table 1 Participant characteristics

Characteristic XX XY XXX XXY XYY XXYY

Sample size 80 89 28 58 26 20
Age (years)

Mean 12.8 12.8 12.3 12.8 12.4 14.1
SD 5.07 4.61 5.68 4.93 4.91 5.45
Range 5.39-25.13 5.24-25.5 5.02-24.78 5.21-25.97 5.71-23.05 5.07-22.96

Mean IQ
Full scale∗ 115 116 92 96 91 87
Verbal∗ 115 113 93 94 89 81
Performance∗ 111 114 94 99 95 95

SES
Mean∗ 47 48 41 55 59 46

Tanner stage
1 20 24 7 18 9 7
2 13 14 6 10 4 3
3 12 14 6 12 7 3
4 20 17 5 8 4 6
5 14 17 4 9 2 1
Not known 1 3 0 1 0 0

Handedness
R 69 79 22 46 21 18
M 5 6 4 7 1 1
L 6 3 2 5 4 1

Note: SES, socioeconomic status. SD, standard deviation.
∗ P < 0.01 for omnibus test of significant variation across groups in core sample.

time, 24 ms; flip angle, 45◦; acquisition matrix, 256 × 192; num-
ber of excitations, 1; and field of view, 24 cm.

Native sMRI scans were submitted to the Montreal Neuro-
logical Institute’s CIVET pipeline for automated morphometric
analysis (Ad-Dab’bagh et al. 2006). This analysis began with
linear transformation, correction of inhomogeneity, and seg-
mentation of each image into white matter, gray matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (Zijdenbos et al. 2002). Inner and outer
cortical surfaces were then modeled using triangular meshes
generated by a constrained Laplacian algorithm (Kim et al. 2005).
Finally, CT was measured at ∼80 000 vertices across the cortical
sheet, which were down-sampled into average CT for each of
308 spatially contiguous patches, approximately equally sized
(∼5 cm2) regions (Romero-Garcia et al. 2012).

All sMRI scans included in this analysis passed a quality
assessment procedure implemented by two independent raters,
which consisted of 1) verifying absence of visible motion artifact
in the raw scan (Blumenthal et al. 2002; Raznahan et al. 2012;
Alexander-Bloch et al. 2016), and 2) verifying absence of visible
artifacts in the cortical surfaces extracted by CIVET.

Statistical Analyses

Our analytic pipeline is summarized in Figure 1 and detailed in
a step-wise fashion below.

Mapping SCD Effects on CT
SCD effects on CT were modeled at each patch for the left and
right hemispheres across our entire sample as follows:

CTi = β0 + β1Sex + β2Age + β3SCD + error (1)

where CTi is mean thickness across vertices within patch i, sex
is a binary variable with females as the reference category, age

is a continuous variable centered at mean age of the sample,
and SCD is a continuous variable encoding aneuploidic SCD (i.e.,
0 for XX and XY|1 for XXX, XXY, and XYY|2 for XXYY). This
model was selected after first excluding significant age∗SCD and
sex∗SCD interactions in prediction of regional CT. The exclusion
of such interactions indicates that in our dataset, any shifts in
CT associate with participant SCD are not significantly modified
by participant age or gonadal sex.

Estimation of model (1) at each cortical region above gener-
ated a vector of 308 t-values associated with β3 coefficients for
the effects of increasing SCD on CT within each cortical region
(patch) (“SCD-mapCT”, as illustrated in the schematic shown
in Fig. 1A). To define regions of statistically significant SCD
effects on CT, P-values associated with regional β3-coefficients
from model (1) were corrected for multiple comparisons using
False Discovery Rate (FDR) q set at 0.05, and t-statistics for β3-
coefficients surviving these corrections were projected onto a
reference cortical surface for visualization.

To systematically investigate the functional implications of
SCD effects on cortical morphology, we submitted the t-statistic
map for SCD effects on CT (SCD-mapCT) to Neurosynth (Yarkoni
Tal et al. 2011). Neurosynth is an online platform that extracts
brain activation patterns from functional neuroimaging articles
and determines which of several thousand prespecified psy-
chological terms is overrepresented in the text of each article
(currently Neurosynth includes >14k functional neuroimaging
publications). This database can be used to compute association
tests between points of interest in the brain and terms (or sets
of terms) in the Neurosynth database. We compared the spatial
map of SCD effects on CT with the spatial map of association-
tests for each of 50 “topics” within the Neurosynth database.
These “topics” and their associated brain maps have been pre-
viously derived by the creators of Neurosynth by applying latent
Dirichlet allocation to a large text collection from neuroimag-
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the analytic pipeline.
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ing literature and can be thought of as underlying compo-
nents reflecting the conceptual structure of mental functions
(Poldrack et al. 2012).

Using Neurosynth (Yarkoni Tal et al. 2011), we identified
cognitive and psychological terms that frequently cooccur in
the literature with functional activations similar to the observed
pattern of SCD effects on cortical morphology (SCD-mapCT). This
was achieved by computing cross-cortical spatial correlations
between SCD-mapCT values and thresholded “association statis-
tic” maps from Neurosynth for each of 50 “topics” previously
derived by a topic mapping dimension reduction of all Neu-
rosynth terms (Poldrack et al. 2012). We identified all topics with
an |r| of 0.1 or greater with the SCD-mapCT.

Relating SCD Effects to Patterns of Structural Covariance in Health
Patterns of CT covariance in health were defined using the 169
typically developing participants within our cohort (Fig. 1B). Fol-
lowing well-established protocols for analysis of CT covariance,
we regressed age and sex effects out of CT variation at each
region using the following linear model:

CT = β0 + β1Age + β2Sex + β3 Age ∗ Sex + error (2)

Note, the age∗sex term was included for all vertices to mini-
mize any shared variance between patches that might arise due
to subtle differences in age-CT relationships between sexes in
each patch.

The regional CT residuals from model (2) were used to calcu-
late a square (308 × 308) symmetric CT covariance (correlation)
matrix in health (see schematic Fig. 1B), where Pearson correla-
tion coefficients captured the strength of anatomical coupling
between each pair of cortical regions. To test if observed SCD
effects on regional CT were organized by this normative anatom-
ical coupling matrix, we correlated each region’s vector of 308
cortical cross-correlations (“r-mapA”) from the CT covariance
matrix in health, with the SCD-mapCT vector of 308 region-
wise SCD effects (see schematic Fig. 1C). Regions with a positive
correlation between their r-mapA and the SCD-mapCT show
more positive anatomical coupling in health with regions that
become thicker with increasing SCD, whereas regions with a
negative correlation show more positive anatomical coupling in
health with regions that become thinner with increasing SCD.
Repeating this procedure for all cortical regions yielded a vector
of 308 regional correlation coefficients (“r-mapB”) measuring the
degree of spatial alignment between each region’s cross-cortical
CT anatomical coupling in health and the observed map of SCD
effects on regional CT (i.e., SCD-mapCT) (Fig. 1C).

To test if the spatial patterning of SCD effects on CT was
organized by patterns of CT coupling in health, we quantified
the correlation (rB) between r-mapB and SCD-mapCT across all
308 cortical regions (Fig. 1C). A significantly positive rB coeffi-
cient would indicate that 1) regions which become thicker with
mounting SCD tend to show positive anatomical coupling in
health with other regions that become thicker with mounting
SCD, whereas 2) regions which become thinner with mounting
SCD tend to show positive anatomical coupling in health with
other regions that become thinner with mounting SCD. This
observation would support the hypothesis that SCD effects on
regional CT are organized by normative patterns of CT covari-
ance.

To control for potential inflation of rB by known spatial
autocorrelations in CT, we compared the observed value of rB

with a null distribution of rB values generated by repeating the
above algorithm with 1000 SCD-mapCT vectors derived after per-
muting scans across study participants (Fig. 2E). For each permu-
tation, this procedure preserves spatial autocorrelations in both
SCD-mapCT and r-mapB while removing true SCD effects from
SCD-mapCT.

Mapping SCD Effects on CT Covariance
To examine SCD effects on CT covariance, we first residualized
CT at each cortical region for the effects of age and SCD on CT
using equation (3) below. This process ensured that any observed
SCD effects on CT covariation could not be driven by differences
across SCD groups in mean CT.

CT = β0 + β1Age + β2SCD + β3 Age ∗ SCD + error (3)

We then examined SCD effects on the global anatomical
coupling of each cortical region using the following linear
model:

CTi = β0 + β1CT + β2SCD + β3CTSCD + error (4)

where the thickness of region i (CTi) is modeled by mean CT
across the cortex (CT) and SCD. The β3-coefficient for each
cortical region reflects the degree to which its anatomical cou-
pling with mean CT is modified by SCD. The P-values associated
with these coefficients were corrected for multiple comparisons
across all 308 cortical regions using FDR, q set at 0.05. This
analysis tests for SCD effects on the global anatomical coupling
of each cortical region, as anatomical coupling with between
a region and global mean has been demonstrated to be a rea-
sonable proxy for the average anatomical coupling between a
region and every other region (Lerch et al. 2006). However, this
procedure does not resolve SCD effects on anatomical coupling
between each pair of regions.

Therefore, potential SCD effects on CT coupling between
each pair of cortical regions (i and j), were modeled as
follows:

CTi = β0 + β1CTj + β2SCD + β3CTj ∗ SCD + error (5)

Estimation of this regression for all unique pairs of cortical
regions provided a 308 × 308 matrix of t statistics for the β3 coef-
ficients, which we rendered symmetric by averaging the result
for CTi as a function of CTj and CTj as a function of CTi (Fig. 1D).
This averaging step was required because model fitting can gen-
erate different estimates of β3 in these two cases, although the
two are positively correlated (r = 0.49). The resulting “coupling
change” matrix represented the effects of SCD on CT coupling
between each pair of cortical regions. To test if this effect in
turn was related to the effect of SCD on thickness—that is, if
the same regions whose thickness was altered by SCD as mod-
eled by equation (1) also manifested SCD-altered interregional
anatomical coupling as modeled by equation (5)—we correlated
each region’s t-statistics from the coupling change matrix (one
row of the coupling change matrix: “SCD-mapCTcoupling” (see
schematic Fig. 1D) with the t-statistics from the SCD-mapCT

vector (Fig. 1E). Positive values of this correlation coefficient
indicated that greater SCD increases a region’s CT coupling
with regions that become thicker with greater SCD. In contrast,
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Figure 2. Relating SCD effects on local cortical anatomy to patterns of structural covariance in health. (A) Colored regions are where SCD influences on CT survive
FDR correction for multiple comparisons. (B) CT covariance in health: brain-wide CT correlation matrix and visualization of each region’s average CT correlation value.

(C) Regional differences in r-mapB values. r-mapB correlation coefficients are projected onto the cortical sheet for visualization. Scatterplots demonstrate that region
51 in the medial orbitofrontal cortex demonstrates stronger CT coupling in health with regions that become thicker with mounting SCD, whereas region 212 in the
lateral temporal cortex demonstrates stronger CT coupling in health with regions that become thinner with mounting SCD. (D) Scatterplot demonstrates that regional
differences in the alignment between normative CT coupling and CT change in SCD are themselves strongly correlated with regional differences in CT change in SCD.

(E) Permutation testing distribution containing 1000 null rB values.
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negative values of this correlation coefficient would indicate
that greater SCD increases a region’s CT coupling with regions
that become thinner with greater SCD. Repeating this procedure
for each region yielded a vector of 308 regional correlation coef-
ficients (“r-mapC”) measuring the degree of spatial alignment
between SCD effects on each region’s CT coupling with other
regions and the observed map of SCD effects on regional CT (i.e.,
SCD-mapCT) (see schematic Fig. 1E).

Finally, as a global test of whether the spatial patterning of
SCD effects on CT was organized by patterns of SCD effects
on CT coupling, we quantified the correlation (rC) between r-
mapC and SCD-mapCT across all 308 cortical regions (Fig. 1E).
A significantly positive rC coefficient would indicate that 1)
regions which become thicker with mounting SCD tend to
also become more strongly coupled to other regions that also
become thicker with mounting SCD and 2) regions which
become thinner with mounting SCD tend to also become more
strongly coupled to other regions that also become thinner
with mounting SCD. In other words, cortical regions which
are brought into “tighter” anatomical coupling with each
other also show similar anatomical change with mounting
SCD.

Again, to control for potential inflation of rC by known spatial
autocorrelations in CT, we compared the observed value of rC

with a null distribution of rC values generated by repeating the
above algorithm with 1000 SCD-mapCT vectors derived after
permuting scans across study participants (Fig. 3D). For each
permutation, this procedure preserves spatial autocorrelations
in both SCD-mapCT and r-mapC while removing true SCD effects
from SCD-mapCT.

Sensitivity Analyses

Effects of SCD at Different Dosage Ranges
Our primary analytic approach models SCD as an integer
numeric variable with three values: 0 (i.e., euploidic controls),
1 (individuals carrying one extra sex chromosome: i.e., XXY,
XYY, and XXX groups), and 2 (individuals carrying two extra sex
chromosomes: i.e., XXYY). This approach improves statistical
power relative to pairwise comparisons between groups with
differing SCDs and allows us to develop more broadly applicable
methods for modeling the effects of a nonbinary variable on
structural covariance in the human brain. However, this analytic
approach does assume that SCD effects on regional CT and
interregional CT covariance are similar across the two distinct
SCD change intervals 0 → 1 and 1 → 2. These two contrasts are
necessarily represented by an unequal number of participants
given the lower prevalence of sex chromosome tetrasomies
versus trisomies (Nielsen and Wohlert 1991). We therefore
conducted a series of supplementary analyses to test if SCD
effects on CT and CT covariance across the full 0 → 2 range
(Fig. 1A and D) were positively correlated to those observed when
analysis was restricted to the 0 → 1 and 1 → 2 SCD contrasts.
Specifically, we repeated the aforementioned analyses of SCD
effects on regional CT (Fig. 1A) and interregional CT covariance
(Fig. 1D) in two subsets of our cohort capturing two different
SCD contrasts: 1) 0 → 1: that is, euploidic individuals versus
participants with a sex chromosome trisomy and 2) 1 → 2: that
is, participants with sex chromosome trisomy versus those with
sex chromosome tetrasomy. We operationalized the similarity
in findings between analyses in these subsets versus our full
sample as follows. For SCD effects on CT, we determined the
correlation between beta coefficients for SCD effects on CT

across all 308 cortical regions in our parcellation scheme. For
SCD effects on CT covariance, we determined the correlation
between beta coefficients for SCD effects across all 47 278 unique
pairwise relationships among the 308 cortical regions in our
parcellation.

Alternative Cortical Parcellation
Our primary analyses are all conducted within a previously pub-
lished cortical parcellation consisting of 308 spatially contiguous
and approximately equally sized (∼5 cm2) regions (Romero–
Garcia et al. 2012). To test for generalization of findings to a
different cortical parcellation scheme, we also estimated and
compared SCD effects on regional CT and CT covariance using
the Desikan-Killany parcellation (68 cortical regions bilaterally
based on major gyral landmarks) (Desikan et al. 2006).

Results
SCD Effects on Local Cortical Anatomy

Increasing SCD was associated with a mixed pattern of region-
ally specific increases and decreases in CT (Fig. 2A). Mounting
SCD decreased CT in the lateral temporal cortex and the tempo-
ral parietal junction, bilaterally, and in unilateral inferior tempo-
ral and anterior temporal cortices. In contrast, SCD increased CT
in the rostral frontal cortex, bilaterally, and in unilateral medial
parietal, ventromedial temporal, and somatosensory cortex.

Comparison of SCD-mapCT with meta-analyses of functional
neuroimaging literature from the Neurosynth platform (meth-
ods, (Yarkoni Tal et al. 2011) indicated that regions where CT
is increased by mounting SCD include brain systems involved
in emotion, pain, and inhibitory processing. Conversely, regions
where CT is decreased by mounting SCD are involved in visual,
motor, arithmetic, and attentional processing (Fig. 4).

Relating SCD Effects to Patterns of Structural
Covariance in Health

In order to relate SCD effects on CT (Fig. 2A) to patterns of CT
covariance in health, we next estimated pairwise CT correlations
between all cortical regions within our cohort of typically devel-
oping individuals (Fig. 2B). Replicating previous work (Lerch et al.
2006), we found that regions with high average cross-cortical CT
correlations tended to lie in the association cortices (frontal and
temporal), whereas regions with low average cross-cortical CT
correlations were localized to primary sensory cortices (Fig. 2B).

The CT correlation matrix in health (Fig. 2B) enabled us to
measure how strongly each cortical region’s pattern of CT cor-
relation with other regions followed the spatial distribution of
SCD effects on CT. This property varied greatly among cortical
regions (Fig. 2C). For example, brain regions in the rostral frontal,
medial parietal, ventromedial temporal, and somatosensory cor-
tex tended to show stronger CT coupling in health with cortical
regions that become thicker with mounting SCD, whereas the
opposite pattern was seen in the lateral temporal cortex and
temporal parietal junction (Fig. 2C). Regional differences in this
alignment between normative CT coupling and CT change in
SCD were themselves strongly correlated with regional differ-
ences in CT change (rB = 0.79, P < 2.2e-16, Fig. 2D). Thus, two
regions which share a congruent effect of SCD (e.g., both become
thicker with greater SCD) tend to show higher CT correlation
in health than two regions that are dissimilarly impacted by
SCD variation. Permutation testing (see Methods) confirmed
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Figure 3. SCD effects on structural covariance. (A) SCD effects on CT coupling between each pair of cortical regions: brain-wide coupling change matrix and visualization
of top 5% of positive (red) and negative (blue) edges. (B) Regional differences in r-mapC values. r-mapC correlation coefficients are projected onto the cortical sheet for

visualization. Scatterplots demonstrate that region 106 in the rostral frontal cortex demonstrates increased coupling to regions that become thicker with mounting
SCD, whereas region 173 in the lateral occipitotemporal junction demonstrates increased coupling to regions that become thinner with mounting SCD. (C) Scatterplot
demonstrates that regional differences in the alignment between altered CT coupling and CT change in SCD are themselves strongly correlated with regional differences
in CT change in SCD. (D) Permutation testing distribution containing 1000 null rC values.

that this close relationship between the spatial patterning of CT
change with SCD and spatial patterns of CT coupling in health
could not be accounted for by shared spatial autocorrelations in
SCD-induced CT change and normative CT coupling (P = 0.023,
Fig. 2E).

SCD Effects on CT Covariance

Analysis of SCD effects on the coupling between mean global
CT and CT of each cortical patch, and correcting for multiple

comparisons across patches, did not identify any single cortical
region that showed a statistically significant disruption of CT
coupling with the rest of the cortical sheet as a consequence of
increasing SCD. However, estimating SCD effects on anatomical
coupling between each unique pair of cortical regions revealed
heterogeneous effects, with mounting SCD tending to increase
CT coupling between some region-pairs while decreasing CT
coupling between others (Fig. 3A).

The matrix of SCD effects on CT coupling between different
cortical regions (Fig. 3A) enabled us to measure how strongly
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Figure 4. Relating SCD effects on cortical morphology to enriched terms in Neurosynth functional neuroimaging meta-analysis. All Neurosynth Topics (and top three
topic terms) with Neurosynth Association Test maps showing an |r| spatial correlation for SCD effects on CT (i.e., SCD-mapCT) > 0.1 in magnitude. The Association Test

map for each topic was derived from meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging studies (N-study = number of studies per topic meta-analysis) featuring topic terms.
Regions where CT increases with mounting SCD include cortical regions involved in emotion, pain, and inhibitory processing. Conversely, regions where CT decreases
with mounting SCD are involved in visual, motor, arithmetic, and attentional processing.
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each cortical region’s pattern of SCD-induced CT coupling
change followed the spatial distribution of SCD effects on
CT (Fig. 3B). Mapping this property across the cortical sheet
generated a gradient that was highly similar to the spatial
patterning of SCD effects on CT (Fig. 2A)—providing qualitative
evidence that SCD effects on CT are organized by SCD effects
on CT coupling. For example, in posterior temporal regions,
greater SCD was not only associated with CT reduction (Fig. 2A),
but also with increased CT coupling with other regions that
were thinned by greater SCD (Fig. 3B). Conversely, in rostral
frontal regions, greater SCD was not only associated with
increased CT (Fig. 2A), but also with increased CT coupling
with other regions that were thickened by greater SCD
(Fig. 3B).

Quantitatively, we observed a strong positive correlation
across the cortical sheet between SCD effects on the interre-
gional CT coupling and SCD effects on regional CT (rC = 0.42,
P = 2.422e-14, Fig. 3C). Permutation testing (see Methods) further
established that this effect could not be accounted for by
shared spatial autocorrelations in SCD-induced CT change and
normative CT coupling (P = 0.025, Fig. 3D).

Sensitivity Analyses

Sensitivity analyses verified that interregional differences in
SCD effects on CT in our primary analysis (Methods schematic:
Fig. 1A, Results: Fig. 2A) were highly correlated with those seen
for both the 0 → 1 and the 1 → 2 SCD change contrasts (r = 0.96
and r = 0.81, respectively). We further established that SCD
effects on interregional CT covariance in our primary analysis
(Methods schematic: Fig. 1D, Results: upper triangle values in
the matrix shown in Fig. 3A) were moderately correlated across
region pairs with those seen for both the 0 → 1 and the 1 → 2 SCD
change contrasts (r = 0.6 and r = 0.4 respectively). Taken together,
these supplementary analyses indicate that our primary results
across the 0 → 2 SCD range show comparable levels of agreement
with results from participant subsets focused in 0 → 1 and 1 → 2
SCD ranges.

All three main findings in our original analyze were also
upheld using an alternative (Desikan-Killany) parcellation
scheme comprising 68 regions bilaterally (Desikan et al. 2006).
First, effects of SCD on regional CT were largely similar between
our original parcellation (Fig. 2A) and analyses using the
Desikan-Killany parcellation (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Both
parcellation schemes revealed that mounting SCD is associated
with 1) CT reductions in lateral temporal and temporoparietal
junction cortex and 2) CT gains in medial prefrontal and
medial parietal cortex. Second, analyses using the Desikan
parcellation also replicated our original findings regarding
the correspondence of SCD effects on CT with 1) patterns of
normative CT covariance (308 parcellation findings: Fig. 2D and
E | Desikan results: r = 0.88, Pperm < 0.0001) and 2) patterns of
SCD effects on CT covariance (308 parcellation findings: Fig. 3C
and D|Desikan results: r = 0.4, Pperm = 0.001).

Discussion
By utilizing a rare neuroimaging cohort of youth with diverse
SCAs, we characterize total SCD effects on regional cortical
anatomy and establish that cortical regions with a similar
pattern of SCD-sensitivity show heightened CT covariance in
health. Thus, the targeting of SCD effects to specific cortical
regions appears to be organized in part by patterns of interre-

gional CT coupling that are apparent in the typically developing
brain. Finally, we show that SCD alters the interregional patterns
of CT coupling within the cortical sheet, increasing coupling
among similarly targeted cortical regions. We discuss each of
these main findings in turn below.

SCD Effects on Local Cortical Anatomy

Previous studies in our cohort have separately examined X- and
Y-chromosome dosage effects on the human brain, to identify a
surprising degree of spatial overlap between the impact of each
chromosome’s copy number on neuroanatomy (Raznahan et al.
2016; Reardon et al. 2016; Mankiw et al. 2017). This overlap has
been observed for each of several different phenotypes including
regional CT (Raznahan et al. 2016) and volume (Lepage et al.
2014) in the cortical sheet, lobular volumes in the cerebellum
(Mankiw et al. 2017), and regional SA in subcortical structures
(Reardon et al. 2016). Here, by directly modeling total SCD effects
on cortical anatomy, we show that mounting SCD increases CT
in the rostral frontal cortex and decreases CT in the lateral
temporal cortex.

Step-wise relationships between total SCD and cortical
anatomy may reflect the role of those few genes that are shared
by both chromosomes: 1) pseudoautosomal region (PAR) genes
in the recombining regions of sex chromosomes, (Otto et al. 2011)
and 2) non-PAR X-Y homolog genes, or “gametologs” (Bellott et
al. 2014). To date, systematic analyses of SCD effects on gene
expression in human neural tissue are not available. However, a
recent study modeling SCD effects on gene expression in human
lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) revealed that X–Y gametolog
genes show unusually high levels of expression sensitivity to
SCD change and are also closely coexpressed with SCD-sensitive
autosomal genes with critical cellular functions (Raznahan et al.
2018). Taken together, these findings propose X-Y gametologs as
potential mediators of converging X and Y chromosome effects
on brain anatomy.

Our findings also elucidate potential anatomical substrates
for cognitive and behavioral alterations across SCA syndromes.
We find that excess SCD targets brain regions previously linked
to language and social functioning, behavioral domains known
to be impaired in individuals with SCAs. These qualitative obser-
vations can be formalized using Neurosynth, an online plat-
form for large-scale meta-analysis of existing neuroimaging
literature (Yarkoni Tal et al. 2011). This analysis indicates that
regions targeted by SCD are particularly associated with socio-
emotional and attentional processes. Furthermore, regions we
identify as being most anatomically vulnerable to SCD appear
to partially overlap with regions of known functional alterations
in SCAs. For example, individuals with XXY karyotypes demon-
strate increased activation in the middle frontal gyrus, including
Broca’s area (Brandenburg-Goddard et al. 2014), and reduced
activation in the fusiform gyrus and the superior temporal sul-
cus (van Rijn et al. 2012) during social information process-
ing tasks, regions we found to be altered by SCD. Multimodal
neuroimaging studies will be required to systematically assess
the degree of overlap between structural and functional brain
changes in SCA.

Relating SCD Effects to Patterns of Structural
Covariance in Health

We show that the spatial patterning of SCD effects on cortical
anatomy is aligned with patterns of structural covariance
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between distributed brain regions in health. A similar phe-
nomenon has been described in schizophrenia (Alexander-Bloch
et al. 2014; Wannan et al. 2019). To our knowledge, our study
is the first to demonstrate that this phenomenon operates
within neurodevelopmental disorders of known genetic origin.
Thus, the elaboration of SCD effects on brain anatomy may be
initialized or constrained by normative structural covariance.
Potential mechanisms for this interrelationship are suggested
by current theories regarding the biological basis of structural
covariance within the human brain.

Several potentially interrelated mechanisms have been
proposed as biological bases for structural covariance. One
interpretation is that covariance between brain regions arises
from physical (i.e., white matter tracts) or functional (i.e.,
synchronous neuronal activation) connectivity, although
existing data suggest that white matter tracts and functional
coactivation networks show substantial but incomplete overlap
with structural covariance networks in human populations
(Gong et al. 2012; Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013a, 2013b; Sotiras
et al. 2017). One such study comparing white matter (diffusion
imaging) tracts with whole brain CT covariance showed that
only 30–40% of interregional covariance occurs between regions
that are connected by white matter tracts (Gong et al. 2012). With
regard to functional connectivity, Sotiras et al. (2017) observed
significant overlap between covariance networks and certain
functional networks, with more functional and structural
correspondence in low-order networks (motor, sensory, visual,
and limbic functional networks) than higher-order networks
(frontoparietal control and default mode networks) (Sotiras et
al. 2017). Inter-regional structural covariance may also reflect
synchronized developmental change among cortical regions.
Indeed, preliminary longitudinal neuroimaging studies support
this hypothesis, showing that brain regions with strong struc-
tural covariance also demonstrate coordinated rates of change
in CT during development (Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013b; Razna-
han et al. 2011; Khundrakpam et al. 2019), and that brain-wide
structural covariance networks are more similar to networks
of synchronized anatomical change than to functional connec-
tivity networks (Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013b). Taken together,
these findings indicate that structural covariance likely arises
from coordinated neurodevelopment between brain regions
which share white matter and/or functional connections, which
in turn further influence covariance between the regions. Our
findings that neurodevelopmental disorders target normative
structural covariance networks support the coordinated
neurodevelopment interpretation of structural covariance in
the human brain, indicating a coordinated disruption in which
regions that are similarly vulnerable to SCD become derailed
together.

SCD Effects on CT Covariance

Our final set of analyses indicates that SCD effects on cortical
anatomy are not only organized by patterns of structural covari-
ance in health, but also operate to disrupt structural covari-
ance itself. Specifically, greater SCD increases covariance among
regions that are similarly affected by aneuploidy. To detect this
effect, we developed a novel methodology for analysis of non-
binary factors on structural covariance in the human brain.
Traditional analyses involve identifying group effects on global
structural covariance or on seed-based structural covariance
maps, but do not allow for analysis of group effects on inter-
regional (or “edge-level”) measures of structural covariance. Our

methodology allows for such analyses and could be generalized
to assess shifts in interregional anatomical covariance within
the human brain as a function of any ordered or continuous
variable.

Our findings of altered structural covariance as a function
of excess X- and Y-chromosome dosage indicate that pat-
terns of structural covariance in the brain are sensitive to
disease-related genetic variation. This clinical observation
aligns with prior quantitative genetic neuroimaging studies in
health, which indicate that genetic factors account for a large
proportion of anatomical covariance within the human brain
(Schmitt et al. 2009; Alexander-Bloch et al. 2017; Schmitt et al.
2017). Furthermore, the heritability of anatomical covariance
between different cortical regions has been shown to reca-
pitulate the degree of transcriptomic similarity between brain
regions in health (Alexander-Bloch et al. 2017). Thus, SCD effects
on anatomical covariance could potentially reflect tightening of
similarity in transcriptional programs between cortical regions
that are similarly impacted anatomically by SCD variation.

Limitations and Future Considerations

Our findings should be considered in light of certain study
limitations. First, our dataset is cross-sectional, and thus we
cannot adequately test how our findings may change as a func-
tion of age, highlighting the need for a longitudinal follow-
up of our cross-sectional findings. Second, the structural brain
scans used in this study were acquired on a 1.5 T magnet,
and it will be important to repeat analyses when higher field
strength datasets have been gathered across patient groups
representing a wider range of SCDs. Third, our study focuses on
a single morphological variable (CT); however, given the distinct
biological origins of other measures of cortical morphometry
(volume, SA, and folding), future work could focus on conducting
analogous analyses incorporating these other measures. Fourth,
our study focuses on the cortical sheet. Future studies exam-
ining the relationship between SCD and subcortical covariance
will be an important step. Finally, our study provides an ana-
lytic workflow for quantifying and comparing the effects of a
continuous integer variable (SCD in our case), on CT and CT
covariance topography across the cortical mantle. An important
goal for future work will be developing methods for modeling
how a continuous variable influences topologies of anatomical
covariance within the brain. Such work could yield estimates
of a continuous variable’s effect on node-wise and edge-wise
metrics from graph-theoretical representations of anatomical
covariance matrices.

Conclusions
Notwithstanding these limitations, our study implements a
novel approach for analysis of group effects on structural
covariance in the human brain to identify a number of
organizing principles for SCD effects on cortical anatomy.
Specifically, we show that SCD effects on cortical anatomy
are not only organized by patterns of structural covariance in
health, but also operate to disrupt structural covariance itself,
with greater SCD increasing covariance among regions that are
similarly affected by aneuploidy. These organizing principles
may also govern effects of other gene dosage variations on brain
development—potentially providing a window into the selective
vulnerability of brain and behavior to this important category of
genetic risk.
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